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Psychology & health

Contrasting constructs or continuum? Examining 
the  dimensionality of body appreciation and body 
dissatisfaction

Kimberly R. Morea , Nicole L. Hayesb  and L. Alison Phillipsb 
aDepartment of Psychology, University of Dundee, Dundee, scotland; bDepartment of Psychology, Iowa 
state University, ames, Ia, Usa

ABSTRACT
Individuals experiencing body dissatisfaction have poorer health 
outcomes in part due to engaging in less physical activity. Body 
appreciation is protective of health behaviors and proposed to be 
conceptually different from body dissatisfaction. Two studies eval-
uated whether body appreciation and dissatisfaction represented 
two distinct dimensions, and whether body appreciation and dis-
satisfaction would interact in their effect on activity-related moti-
vation and behavior. Study 1 (n = 313) was prospective and utilized 
a self-report measure of physical activity whereas Study 2 (n = 123) 
was prospective and used an objective measure. All hypotheses 
and analyses were pre-registered. A multiverse approach was taken 
to demonstrate the robustness of results. In exploratory factor 
analyses, body appreciation and dissatisfaction did not represent 
two distinct dimensions of body image as both loaded onto the 
same factor. This result was largely supported by latent profile 
analyses, which revealed that participants scored high, moderate, 
or low on both body satisfaction and appreciation. Additionally, 
body appreciation did not buffer the negative impact of body 
dissatisfaction on activity-related motivation and behavior. This 
study provides the first statistical evaluation of the theoretical prop-
osition that body appreciation and dissatisfaction may be distinct 
constructs with distinct relationships to outcomes.

Introduction

Individuals who are dissatisfied with their bodies (i.e., who perceive an unfavorable 
discrepancy between their actual and ideal body) have poorer health outcomes irre-
spective of obesity indicators (Černelič-Bizjak & Jenko-Pražnikar, 2014). It is likely that 
this increased health-risk is partly due to body dissatisfaction being associated with 
lower quality motivation for, and decreased engagement in, cardiovascular activity 
(More & Phillips, 2019; Neumark-Sztainer et  al., 2006). The present study seeks to 
inform intervention research by examining whether this risk can be mitigated by 
co-occurring body appreciation.
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Body appreciation is proposed to be conceptually distinct from the continuum of 
body dissatisfaction (Tylka & Wood-Barcalow, 2015a) as it is considered a multifaceted 
construct that encompasses optimism, a broader conceptualization of beauty that 
extends beyond social ideals, and a tendency to view one’s body in terms of func-
tionality rather than appearance. Specifically, a correlational study by Tiggemann and 
McCourt (2013) found that body appreciation increased with age whereas body 
dissatisfaction was unrelated to age. Body appreciation has also been shown to be 
uniquely associated with well-being, independent of body dissatisfaction or negative 
body image, in observational research (Avalos et  al., 2005; Tylka & Wood-Barcalow, 
2015b). Thus, unlike body dissatisfaction, body appreciation is thought to be protective 
of physical health behaviors and outcomes. For example, with regard to physical 
activity, women who appreciate their bodies are more autonomously motivated to 
pursue and engage in more regular, moderate-intensity cardiovascular activity (Homan 
& Tylka, 2014; Wood-Barcalow et  al., 2010). This is especially important considering 
that more autonomous forms of motivation are associated with maintained engage-
ment in health behaviors over time (Buckworth et  al., 2007).

Although some research has shown that body appreciation and dissatisfaction can 
be experienced simultaneously (Tiggemann & McCourt, (2013) and are uniquely related 
to health-outcomes (Avalos et  al., 2005; Tylka & Wood-Barcalow, 2015b), research has 
yet to empirically test whether they are distinct constructs or whether they have 
distinct relationships with motivation for, and engagement in, physical activity. The 
purpose of the present study is to evaluate whether body appreciation is a distinct 
construct from body dissatisfaction (rather than being opposite ends of a single 
continuum), and whether these constructs have combined, and potentially interactive, 
effects on motivation and physical activity. Specifically, it may be that higher levels 
of body appreciation not only promote engagement in physical activity, but act as 
a protective factor against body dissatisfaction (i.e., the negative relationship between 
body dissatisfaction and activity engagement and motivation may be attenuated by 
body appreciation). A secondary purpose of this research is to test whether individuals 
fall into distinct and reliable sub-groups on these dimensions such that some indi-
viduals may represent a particularly high-risk group in terms of physical inactivity. 
That is, individuals with low levels of body appreciation and high levels of body 
dissatisfaction may represent a higher risk group as compared to individuals with 
high levels of both body appreciation and body dissatisfaction. Considering research 
on the co-occurrence of body appreciation and dissatisfaction is sparse, this study 
aims to contribute to the literature by directly examining whether high levels of body 
appreciation can co-occur with moderate and high levels of body dissatisfaction. 
These questions are important to address as body appreciation may be malleable 
with intervention and could, therefore, be targeted by behavior change techniques 
to help individuals engage in more regular physical activity via more autonomous 
motivation (Tiggeman & McCourt, 2013; Tylka & Wood-Barcalow, 2015a).

It was hypothesized that (1) body appreciation and body dissatisfaction would 
represent two distinct dimensions, and (2) body appreciation and dissatisfaction would 
interact in their effect on motivation to be active and volume of moderate-to-vigorous 
intensity physical activity such that having higher body appreciation would mitigate 
the negative relationship between body dissatisfaction and those outcomes. Hypothesis 
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1 was tested using exploratory factor analysis to assess the theoretical factor structure 
between body appreciation and dissatisfaction. Hypothesis 2 was tested using an 
appropriate methodology that allows evaluating moderation effects with continuous 
dimensions (rather than evaluating relationships between a predictor and outcome 
at only certain levels of the moderator) —polynomial regression and response surface 
methodology (Phillips, 2013). It was further hypothesized that (3) individuals would 
be classified into profiles (i.e., higher versus lower risk groups) regarding body appre-
ciation and dissatisfaction, and that group membership would differ in their motivation 
for, and engagement in, physical activity. Latent profile analysis was used to identify 
these groups and allow for a determination of the prevalence and demographic 
composition of these groups (i.e., gender, ethnicity, and age) providing insight into 
which types of people are likely to fall within higher-risk categories. Finally, it was 
hypothesized that (4) individuals with higher levels of body appreciation would engage 
in more physical activity due to their higher levels of intrinsic motivation and lower 
levels of external motivation. Mediation was used to test hypothesis 4 to assess 
mechanisms of action. Hypotheses and associated analyses were pre-registered (https://
osf.io/kyrdw). Although both studies described below use secondary data collected 
by the first and third author, the initial study (i.e., Study 1) was pre-registered prior 
to analyses and was followed up with a confirmatory analysis with secondary data 
using objectively measured activity data from accelerometer-based devices and a 
prospective approach, which used the same pre-registered hypotheses and analytic 
technique. Data are available upon request.

Study 1 method

Participants and procedure

Participants consisted of 334 undergraduates who took part for course credit. young 
adults represent an especially important population regarding the negative impacts 
of body dissatisfaction on health behaviors, as dissatisfaction tends to increase during 
the transition to young adulthood, among both females and males (Bucchianeri 
et  al., 2013).

Demographics, body appreciation, body dissatisfaction, and motivation were 
reported at baseline. Physical activity was reported at a two-week follow-up session. 
All data were collected in person. Three participants that failed either of two random 
response checks were removed from all analyses (n = 331). On average, after removal 
of random responders, participants were 19.13 (SD = 2.05) years of age. The majority 
of participants reported being female (71%) and Caucasian (80%).

Measures

Body appreciation
Body appreciation was measured using the 13-item Body Appreciation Scale (e.g., ‘I 
take a positive attitude toward my body’; Avalos et  al., 2005). Items were rated on a 
five-point Likert-type scale ranging from ‘Never’ to ‘Always’ with higher scores corre-
sponding to higher body appreciation (α = .93, M = 3.52, SD = 0.77).

https://osf.io/kyrdw
https://osf.io/kyrdw
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Body dissatisfaction
Body dissatisfaction was measured using the 10-item Body Shape Satisfaction Scale 
(Pingitore et  al., 1997). Items were rated on a five-point Likert-type scale ranging from 
‘Very satisfied’ to ‘Very dissatisfied’ with higher scores corresponding to higher levels 
of body dissatisfaction (α = .88, M = 2.73, SD = 0.79).

Motivation
Intrinsic motivation was measured using the four-item subscale for Intrinsic Motivation 
from the Behavioral Motivation in Exercise Questionnaire-2 (e.g., ‘I enjoy my exercise 
sessions’; Markland & Tobin, 2004). Items were rated on a five-point Likert-type scale 
ranging from ‘Not true for me’ to ‘Very true for me’ with higher scores corresponding 
to higher levels of intrinsic motivation (α = .91, M = 3.31, SD = 0.98). External motivation 
was also measured using a subscale from the Behavioral Motivation in Exercise 
Questionnaire-2 (e.g., ‘I exercise because other people say I should’) with higher scores 
corresponding to higher levels of external motivation (α = .78, M = 1.93, SD = 0.78).

Physical activity volume
Physical activity was assessed using the International Physical Activity Questionnaire 
(Booth, 2000), which asks participants to recall the previous seven days and report 
how many days and for how many minutes during each of those days they engaged 
in light, moderate, or vigorous intensity activity. Due to the behavior of interest being 
moderate-to-vigorous physical activity (MVPA; what could count towards guidelines 
for cardiovascular health), the variable used in the present study was a total of 
reported minutes of moderate and vigorous activity on days participants reported 
being active over the previous seven days (M = 264.24, SD = 288.58).

Statistical analyses

The appropriateness of the sample size of the dataset used in Study 1 was examined 
first for exploratory factor analysis—as hypothesis 1 is of primary interest. The appro-
priateness of exploratory factor analysis as a statistical technique relies on many param-
eters including communalities, number of factors extracted, number of items utilized, 
and sample size (de Winter et  al., 2009). In the present data, the average extracted 
communality score was .47, the number of factors hypothesized were two, and the 
number of items utilized was 23.

Thus, to test the hypothesis, 134 participants would be needed. This condition was 
met for Study 1. Since the data were secondary in nature and power analyses were done 
post-hoc, analyses were based on a range of effect sizes rather than the effect size found 
in the results as this has been shown to be problematic (gelman, 2019). Second, for 
polynomial regression, power to detect a fixed model R2 increase with two tested pre-
dictors (two linear) and five total predictors (3 quadratic and two linear) was assessed in 
g*Power (Faul et  al., 2007). Using .80 power and an alpha of .05 revealed that 485 par-
ticipants would be needed to detect a small effect (f2 = .02), 117 participants to detect 
a small-medium effect f2 = .085), 68 to detect a medium effect (f2 = .15), and 32 to detect 
a large effect (f2 = .35). Thus, Study 1 is well powered to test polynomial regression with 
small-medium to large effects for two linear predictors and five total predictors. Third, 
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power to detect the correct number of latent classes in a latent profile model depends 
on the interclass distance between classes, sample size, and number of indicators (Tein 
et  al., 2013). Therefore, the power to detect the correct number of classes was estimated 
using Monte Carlo simulation in Mplus software. Using an alpha of .05, sample sizes of 
100, 300, and 500, with the distance between classes representing medium (.5), large (.8), 
and very large (2) effects were evaluated using the adjusted Lo-Mendell Rubin test and 
bootstrap likelihood ratio test. To achieve power (.80) of correctly identifying a three-class 
model, with two indicators, with medium, large, and very large effects required a sample 
size of greater than 500, 300, and 100, respectively. Study 1 has sufficient power to cor-
rectly identify the correct number of classes, with both large and very large distances 
between classes. Finally, the statistical power to detect indirect effects in mediation analysis 
was examined using Monte Carlo simulation in Mplus. The statistical power needed to 
detect small/medium (.2), medium (.3), and large (.5) in simple and complex models using 
sample sizes of 100, 300, and 500 with alpha set at .05 was evaluated. Using .80 power 
and and alpha of .05 revealed that a sample size greater than 500 was needed to detect 
small/medium effects (.2), 380 to detect medium effects (.3), and 200 to detect large 
effects (.5). Power to detect a medium indirect effect in a sample of 300 was .68, which 
indicated that Study 1 was slightly underpowered for mediation analyses.

Data were evaluated for random responding, missing values, multivariate and 
univariate outliers, and assumptions of regression. Random responders were eliminated 
from the dataset (n = 3) as their inclusion can greatly affect results in observational 
research (Credé, 2010). There was one value missing on both the Body Appreciation 
Scale and the Body Shape Satisfaction Scale; a value was imputed for this case using 
person-centered imputation. Eleven participants were missing a value for total physical 
activity volume. Missing data were not imputed for total physical activity volume, as 
missing data represented ≥50% of each individual’s activity-related data (garson, 
2015). No participants scored beyond the accepted range of active hours per day 
(>16 hours per day), according to the International Physical Activity Questionnaire 
guidelines (n = 0; International Physical Activity Questionnaire, n.d.). The maximum 
amount of time engaging in MVPA was 8.57 hours per day.

Data for multivariate outliers were then examined using Mahalanobis distance 
values (p < .001). Outliers were examined for the combination of the following vari-
ables: body dissatisfaction, body appreciation, intrinsic motivation, and physical activity 
(Critical value: χ2 = 18.47). Identified multivariate outliers (n = 6) were removed. These 
results did not vary with the inclusion of person-centered mean imputation. Univariate 
outliers were examined using the z > 3.33 cut-off (p < .001). For the dataset including 
multivariate outliers, univariate outliers were examined for physical activity (n = 3), 
body appreciation (n = 0), body dissatisfaction (n = 0), and intrinsic motivation (n = 0). 
For the dataset excluding multivariate outliers, univariate outliers remained the same. 
Neither of these results vary with the inclusion of person-centered mean imputation.

Considering the presence of missing data, multivariate, and univariate outliers, the 
analyses were conducted eight ways, which is in line with a multiverse analysis 
approach (Steegen et  al., 2016). Specifically, the dataset with person-centered mean 
imputation and the dataset without person-centered mean imputation were analyzed 
(1) with the inclusion of both multivariate and univariate outliers, (2) with the exclu-
sion of multivariate outliers only, (3) with the exclusion of univariate outliers only, 
and (4) with the exclusion of both multivariate and univariate outliers. It was 
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Table 1. Zero-order correlations.
1 2 3 4 5

1. Body appreciation −.75 .29 −.13 .02
2. Body dissatisfaction −.78 −.29 .22 −.05
3. Intrinsic motivation .28 −.27 −.17 .29
4. external motivation −.27 .28 −.08 −.14
5. Physical activity .16 −.20 .28 .03

Note. correlations are below the diagonal for study 1 and above the diagonal for study 2.

predetermined that if the results did not differ, then they would be reported for the 
model that best fits the data in terms of assumptions. Conversely, if the results did 
differ, then variations from the aforementioned analysis would be reported.

Finally, regression assumptions were tested for each multiverse variation including (1) 
multicollinearity (variance inflation factor <10 and tolerance scores >.2 represent an 
absence of multicollinearity), (2) auto-correlation, which was examined using the 
Durbin-Watson test (scores >1 and <3 indicate no concerning auto-correlation), (3) 
homoscedasticity (standardized residuals were plotted against standardized predicted 
values and an absence of a funnel or fan shape represented homoscedasticity), (4) linearity 
(standardized residuals were plotted against standardized predicted values and an absence 
of a curvilinear shape represented linearity), and (5) normality (P-P plot examined for 
violations). The data with the inclusion of person-centered mean imputation with the 
exclusion of multivariate outliers met all of the regression assumptions and, therefore, is 
reported in subsequent analyses. Correlations between variables are presented in Table 1.

Hypothesis 1 was tested using exploratory factor analysis alongside parallel analysis 
to determine the number of factors to extract (Zwick & Velicer, 1986). Parallel analysis 
has been shown to be more accurate in comparison with other methods such as scree 
tests, Bartlett’s chi-square test, and Kaiser’s method. The Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin measure of 
sampling adequacy and Bartlett’s test of sphericity were used to determine whether 
the data were suitable for factor analysis. Hypothesis 2 was tested using polynomial 
regression. Polynomial regression is a hierarchical linear regression that includes both 
predictors (body dissatisfaction = X and body appreciation = y) and their polynomial 
terms (e.g., quadratic terms that can capture curvilinear effects on the outcomes, X2, 
y2, and the interaction term, Xy) in separate steps to predict the outcomes (intrinsic 
motivation for the first analysis, physical activity volume for the second analysis = Z). 
Polynomial regression allows researchers to more fully evaluate interaction effects 
between two predictors on an outcome (Phillips, 2013) as it shows the relationships of 
interest in three dimensions and is not limited to the more standard way of evaluating 
interactions, which evaluates the relationship between one predictor and the outcome 
at two values (typically +/− 1 SD) of the moderator (i.e., the second predictor). In 
addition to evaluating full interaction effects, polynomial regression can detect curvi-
linear effects—for example, if body dissatisfaction has particularly strong relationships 
with physical activity volume when it is very high and/or very low (versus towards the 
center of the scale or average levels of dissatisfaction).

Hypothesis 3 was tested using latent profile analysis (LPA). LPA is a person-centered 
approach that identifies groups within a heterogeneous sample by estimating the prob-
ability that individuals belong to different groups. LPA models were estimated in Mplus 
version 7.2 (Muthén & Muthén, 2017), with maximum likelihood estimation. As there is 
no single criterion for deciding on the number of classes, model selection requires 
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consideration of theory, model class sizes, parsimony, as well as statistical support. 
Multiple models were evaluated using Akaike information criteria (AIC), Bayesian infor-
mation criteria (BIC), Adjusted BIC, entropy values, the Lo-Mendel-Rubin Adjusted 
Likelihood Test (LMRT), and the Bootstrap Likelihood Ratio Test (BLRT). Models with 
different numbers of profiles are compared using information criteria including AIC, BIC, 
and Adjusted BIC. Lower values on these fit indices indicate better model fit. The accu-
racy of the model classification is examined with entropy and posterior probabilities, 
with values ranging from 0 to 1. Higher scores represent greater classification accuracy. 
The LMRT and the BLRT test whether a model with k profiles provides a significant (p 
< .05) improvement in model fit compared with a model with k−1 profiles. A significant 
p-value indicates that there is an improvement in the fit of the model to the data.

Finally, hypothesis 4 was tested using Hayes (2013) PROCESS model 4 for mediation 
with 5000 bootstrapped samples.

Study 1 results

Hypothesis 1

The first hypothesis—that body appreciation and body dissatisfaction would represent 
two distinct dimensions—(see Table 2) was tested using maximum likelihood exploratory 
factor analysis with a direct oblimin (i.e., correlated) rotation to evaluate the distinctness 
of theoretical dimensions (Hurley et al., 1997). The data were determined to be suitable 
for factor analysis based on both the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin measure of sampling adequacy 
(.96) and Bartlett’s test of sphericity (χ2 = 4965.26, p < .001). A parallel analysis (Zwick & 
Velicer, 1986) revealed that only one factor should be extracted. This factor accounted 
for 48.95% of the variance and represented a general body image factor with both 

Table 2. exploratory factor analysis for study 1.
Item Factor loading extraction communality

on the whole, I am satisfied with my body .90 .81
I feel good about my body .88 .77
My feelings towards my body are positive for the most part .88 .77
I take a positive attitude toward my body .88 .77
Despite its imperfections, I still like my body .87 .76
Despite its flaws, I accept my body for what it is .84 .70
Body shape −.76 .58
I feel that my body has at least some good qualities .76 .58
Weight −.72 .52
stomach −.72 .52
I respect my body .71 .51
Body build −.66 .43
Waist −.66 .44
I am attentive to my body’s needs .62 .39
hips −.62 .38
thighs −.56 .32
Face −.53 .28
My self-worth is independent of my body shape or weight .51 .26
I do not allow unrealistic images of women/men presented in the 

media to affect my attitude toward my body
.50 .25

I engage in healthy behaviors to take care of my body .49 .24
I do not focus a lot of energy on being concerned about my body 

shape or weight
.47 .22

shoulders −.46 .22
height −.17 .03
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Table 3. Polynomial regression results for studies 1 and 2.
Unstandardized coefficients standardized coefficients

Variable b SE β t p

Study 1
Intrinsic motivation
 constant 3.15 .07 48.51 <.001
 Body dissatisfaction −.14 .11 −.11 −1.30 .196
 Body appreciation .25 .11 .20 2.30 .023
Physical activity
 constant 224.72 11.80 19.05 <.001
 Body dissatisfaction −43.01 19.26 −.20 −2.23 .026
 Body appreciation 1.59 19.64 .01 0.08 .936
Study 2
Intrinsic motivation
 constant 3.77 14 27.25 <.001
 Body dissatisfaction −.28 .18 −.22 −1.53 .130
 Body appreciation .08 .19 .06 0.42 .676
Physical activity
 constant 668.31 36.87 18.12 <.001
 Body dissatisfaction −31.82 45.94 −.11 −0.69 .490
 Body appreciation −27.76 50.53 −.08 −0.55 .584

body dissatisfaction and body appreciation items loading at ≥.46 (except for the first 
body dissatisfaction item ‘Height’ loading at −.17). Thus, the first hypothesis that body 
appreciation and body dissatisfaction would represent two distinct dimensions was 
rejected as body appreciation and body dissatisfaction both loaded onto one factor. 
This pattern of results was the case for the entirety of the multiverse analysis pertaining 
to Hypothesis 1, which highlights the robustness of results to researcher degrees of 
freedom. The bivariate correlation between the two constructs was r = −.78.

Hypothesis 2

Although Hypothesis 1 was not supported, all analyses of all hypotheses are presented 
in accordance with the pre-registration of this study. The second hypothesis—that body 
appreciation and dissatisfaction would interact in their effect on motivation to be active 
and volume of moderate-to-vigorous intensity physical activity, such that having higher 
body appreciation would mitigate the negative relationship between body dissatisfaction 
and those outcomes, was tested with exploratory polynomial regression.

In the test of the second hypothesis, only the linear model was significant for 
both intrinsic motivation (R2 = .09, p < .001) and physical activity (R2 = .04, p = 
.001; see Table 3). Intrinsic motivation was predicted by body appreciation but not 
by body dissatisfaction. Specifically, individuals who had higher levels of body 
appreciation also had higher levels of intrinsic motivation. Conversely, physical 
activity was predicted by body dissatisfaction but not by body appreciation. 
Specifically, individuals who had higher levels of body dissatisfaction engaged in 
less moderate and vigorous activity. The multiverse analysis was consistent for the 
polynomial regression models with intrinsic motivation specified as the outcome 
variable, which highlights the robustness of these results. When physical activity 
was specified as an outcome, the linear model was not significant in 25% of the 
models (p > .05) and in an additional 25% of the models, body dissatisfaction did 
not predict physical activity engagement (p > .05). In light of these results, Hypothesis 
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2, that body appreciation and dissatisfaction would interact in their effect on moti-
vation and engagement in physical activity, was rejected. That is, body appreciation 
does not buffer the negative effect of body dissatisfaction on physical activity-related 
outcomes.

Hypothesis 3

To determine whether participants belong to different profiles, or groups, based on 
their body appreciation and dissatisfaction, latent profile analysis (LPA) was conducted. 
LPA models ranging from two to five groups were examined to identify the optimal 
number of groups to retain (see Table 4 for fit indices). The IC indices (AIC, BIC, and 
SSA-BIC) all suggested that four or more classes are preferred. It is important to note 
that as additional classes are added the model fit tends to improve with all else 
being equal. The LMRT suggested that the two-class model provides significantly 
better fit than a one-class model, that a three-class model provides better fit than 
the two-class model, and that a four-class model provides better fit than a three-class 
model. The BLRT was significant for all solutions.

Both the three-class model and the four-class models were examined further. Upon 
examining group classification on the indicators (body appreciation and body dissat-
isfaction), it appeared that the four-class model included a group that was 
moderately-high in body appreciation and average in body dissatisfaction scores. This 
group does not emerge with the three-class model, those classified as high in body 
appreciation and low in body dissatisfaction in the three-class model were classified 
as moderately-high in body appreciation and average in body dissatisfaction in the 
four-class model. Based on parsimony, model fit, and class size, a three-class model 
appears to represent the best solution. This pattern of results was the case for the 
entirety of the multiverse analysis pertaining to Hypothesis 3, which highlights the 
robustness of results to researcher degrees of freedom. Similar to the first two hypoth-
eses, the data are reported with the inclusion of person-centered mean imputation 
and with the removal of multivariate outliers only since these data best met the 
assumptions of linear regression (i.e., all the assumptions were met). The three-group 
model also classified individuals with a high degree of accuracy with classification 

Table 4. Fit statistics for the latent profile analysis of body appreciation and body 
dissatisfaction.
Number of 
groups aIc BIc

ssa 
BIc entropy lMRt p BlRt p group sample sizes

1 2 3 4 5
Study 1
1 1525.37 1540.50 1527.81 1.00 325
2 1344.98 1371.46 1349.26 0.73 176.24 <.001 186.39 <.001 150 175
3 1252.04 1289.88 1258.16 0.80 93.55 <.001 98.94 <.001 37 129 159
4 1212.37 1261.56 1229.32 0.81 43.18 .001 45.67 <.001 123 33 40 129
5 1201.38 1261.92 1211.17 0.83 16.07 .076 16.99 <.001 119 58 101 14 33
Study 2
1 494.70 505.46 492.82 1.00 109
2 442.57 461.41 439.29 0.76 54.27 .004 58.13 <.001 70 39
3 421.03 447.95 416.35 0.83 25.71 .019 27.54 <.001 63 35 11
4 413.16 448.15 407.07 0.85 12.95 .016 13.87 <.001 26 16 10 57
5 409.10 452.16 401.60 0.86 9.40 .109 10.07 .115 6 26 46 30 1
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Figure 1. study 1: three-class model of body appreciation and body dissatisfaction.

accuracy ranging from 0.872 to 0.921 (Figure 1 displays the three classes and means 
for endorsing body appreciation and body dissatisfaction indicators).

As indicated in Table 5, class 1 (11.3%, n = 37) was characterized by low body 
appreciation and high body dissatisfaction whereas class 2 (39.6%, n = 129) was char-
acterized by high body appreciation and low body dissatisfaction. Finally, class 3 
(48.9%, n = 159) was characterized by average body appreciation and average body 
dissatisfaction. Whether the latent profile groups differed from one another on moti-
vation and physical activity was examined using multivariate analysis of variance 
(MANOVA) and post hoc games-Howell pairwise comparisons, adjusting for familywise 
error. This pattern of results was the case for the entirety of the multiverse analysis 
pertaining to hypothesis 3. The data are reported with the inclusion of person-centered 
mean imputation and with the removal of multivariate outliers only as these data 
best met the assumptions of linear regression (i.e., all the assumptions were met). 
Overall, groups significantly differed on intrinsic motivation and physical activity (F(4, 
642) = 8.382, p < .001, Wilks Λ = .903, partial η2 = 0.50). Univariate testing indicated 
that intrinsic motivation and physical activity significantly differed among the three 
groups (F(2, 322) = 14.915, p < .001, partial η2 = 0.033; F(2, 322) = 5.572, p < 0.01, 
partial η2 = 0.085; respectively). The high body appreciation/low body dissatisfaction 
group (M = 3.66, SD = 0.87), compared to both the average body appreciation/average 

Table 5. Mean (sD) group differences in intrinsic motivation and physical activity.
high Ba/low BD 

 (n = 129; 35)
aVg Ba/BD 

(n = 159; 63)
low Ba/high BD 

 (n = 37; 11) F p

Study 1
Intrinsic motivation 3.66a (0.87) 3.13b (0.97) 2.90b (1.09) 5.572 <.01
Physical activity 268.25a (181.34) 207.55b (167.58) 190.07b (151.45) 14.915 <.001
Study 2
Intrinsic motivation 4.31a (0.72) 3.76b (0.96) 3.45b (0.98) 5.245 <.01
Physical activity 585.76a (386.90) 606.40a (240.43) 646.44a (376.53) 0.167 >.05

Note. Values with different notations differ significant.
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body dissatisfaction group (M = 3.13, SD = 0.97, g = 0.57), and the low body apprecia-
tion/high body dissatisfaction group (M = 2.90, SD = 1.09, g = 0.82), reported significantly 
higher levels of intrinsic motivation. The high body appreciation/low body dissatis-
faction group (M = 268.25, SD = 181.34), compared to both the average body appreci-
ation/average body dissatisfaction group (M = 207.55, SD = 167.58, g = 0.35), and the 
low body appreciation/high body dissatisfaction group (M = 190.07 SD = 151.45, g = 0.45), 
reported significantly higher levels of physical activity engagement.

Whether groups differed in terms of gender, age, and ethnicity was also examined. 
For gender, significant differences emerged (χ2 (4) = 18.03, p < .001) such that the 
high body appreciation/low body dissatisfaction group had the lowest percentage of 
females (68.2%), compared to the average body appreciation/body dissatisfaction 
group (76.1% female) and the low body appreciation/high body dissatisfaction group 
(83.8% female). Conversely, the groups did not significantly differ in terms of ethnicity 
(χ2 (14) = 22.367, p = .070) or age (F(2, 322) = 1.576, p = .208).

Hypothesis 4

The fourth hypothesis examining whether the relationship between body appreciation 
and physical activity as mediated by external and intrinsic motivation was examined 
using Hayes (2013) PROCESS model 4 for mediation with 5000 bootstrapped samples. 
There was one univariate outlier for external motivation, three univariate outliers for 
physical activity, and nine multivariate outliers for the combination of variables used 
in this analysis. Once multivariate outliers were removed, there were only two uni-
variate outliers for the physical activity variable. These results did not vary with the 
inclusion of person-centered mean imputation on the body appreciation variable. 
Similar to the first three hypotheses, the data are reported with the inclusion of 
person-centered mean imputation and with the removal of multivariate outliers only 
as these data best met the assumptions of linear regression (i.e., all the assumptions 
were met). First, higher levels of body appreciation predicted higher levels of intrinsic 
motivation (b = .40 (SE = .07) [95% CI: .22, .49]) and lower levels of external motiva-
tion (b = −.26 (SE = .05) [95% CI: −.36, −.15]). Second, higher levels of intrinsic moti-
vation predicted higher levels of physical activity engagement (b = 47.38 (SE = 9.60) 
[95% CI: 28.49, 66.28]). The mediated effect of body appreciation on physical activity 
engagement through intrinsic motivation was significant (Completely standardized 
indirect effect: β = .08 [95% CI: .04, .12]) meaning that individuals who had higher 
levels of body appreciation engaged in more physical activity because they had higher 
levels of intrinsic motivation. External motivation did not predict physical activity 
engagement (b = 6.11 (SE = 12.22) [95% CI: −17.93, 30.15]), nor did it mediate the 
relationship between body appreciation and physical activity engagement (Completely 
standardized indirect effect: β = −.01 [95% CI: −.04, .02]). Finally, there was no direct 
effect of body appreciation on physical activity engagement when the mediators 
were accounted for (b = 22.93 (SE = 12.57) [95% CI: −1.80, 47.67]). The total effect was 
significant (b = 38.14 (SE = 12.12) [95% CI: 14.28, 61.99]), except for in two iterations 
(25%). This pattern of results was the case for the entirety of the multiverse analysis 
pertaining to the exploratory hypothesis, which highlights the robustness of the 
results to researcher degrees of freedom.
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Study 2 method

Participants and procedure

Participants were 87 undergraduates and 36 university staff (n = 123). Thirteen partic-
ipants failed the random response check at baseline and were removed from all 
analyses (n = 110). Demographics, the Body Appreciation Scale (α = .92, M = 3.76, 
SD = 0.70), the Body Shape Satisfaction Scale (α = .88, M = 2.55, SD = 0.74), and intrinsic 
(α = .91, M = 3.92, SD = 0.95) and external motivation (α = .80, M = 1.90, SD = 0.85) using 
the Behavioral Motivation in Exercise Questionnaire-2 were reported at baseline. All 
baseline data were collected in person. Objectively measured physical activity was 
recorded using an accelerometer-based device (i.e., Fitbit Zip) for two weeks. 
Participants were instructed to wear the device on their bra or waistband during the 
day and to put the device by their bedside during sleep. Minimum valid wear time 
per day was set to 10 hours and participants had to wear their device for at least 
10 hours on 75% of monitored days to be included in the analyses. Non-wear time 
and wear time was assessed using the Fitabase data visualization option. Daily minutes 
of activity by intensity was downloaded for each participant (i.e., light, moderate, and 
vigorous). Physical activity is reported in terms of total MET minutes of moderate and 
vigorous activity engagement over the two-week period (M = 683.91, SD = 269.84). 
Specifically, physical activity was scored according to metabolic equivalent of task 
(MET) minutes where one minute of moderate physical activity accounts for four MET 
minutes and one minute of vigorous physical activity accounts for eight MET minutes. 
Thus, participants engaged in an average of 42 minutes of vigorous activity or 85 min-
utes of moderate activity per week in the present sample. On average, participants 
were 24.58 (SD = 11.27) years of age with the majority reporting being female (70.9%) 
and Caucasian (76.4%) and had an average BMI of 23.70 (SD = 6.04), which is consid-
ered to be healthy.

Statistical analyses

Similar to Study 1, whether the sample size was appropriate to test the main hypoth-
esis using exploratory factor analysis was evaluated first. In the present data, the 
average extracted communality score was .437 with two factors extracted and 23 
items total. Therefore, a sample size of 134 would be needed (de Winter et  al., 2009). 
To that end, Study 2 is slightly underpowered to test the initial hypothesized solution 
but is not underpowered to replicate the one factor solution that was found in Study 
1 (required n = 52). In Study 1, a small-medium effect (R2 = .04; physical activity) and 
medium effect (R2 = .09; intrinsic motivation) was found in the polynomial regression. 
Thus, Study 2 is well-powered to detect a medium effect (f2 = .15; required n = 68), 
and to detect a small-medium effect (f2 = .085; required n = 115) using .80 power and 
an alpha level of .05. Additionally, the sample size needed to correctly identify a 
three-class model was estimated using latent profile analysis. To correctly identify a 
three-class model, with very large distances between classes (2) a sample of 100 is 
required, whereas for large (.8) distances between classes, sample size of 300 is 
required. The distances between classes in Study 1 and in the present study were 
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very large (2). Thus, Study 2 has sufficient power to identify the correct number of 
classes. Whether the sample size was appropriate to test indirect effects using medi-
ation analyses was also examined. A sample size of 380 was needed to achieve .80 
power to detect medium sized indirect effects, which indicated that Study 2 was 
underpowered.

For Study 2, the same multiverse approach was taken as in Study 1. In terms 
of missing data, one participant was missing one item for intrinsic motivation, 
two participants were missing one item each for body dissatisfaction, four par-
ticipants were missing one item each for body appreciation, and 11 participants 
were missing a score on the physical activity variable because they did not receive 
a Fitbit. Missing values were imputed using person-centered imputation for the 
self-report measures. Missing data were not imputed for the physical activity 
variable as these participants did meet the threshold for inclusion. To be consistent 
with Study 1, participants who engaged in more than 16 hours of physical activity 
per day on average as per the International Physical Activity Questionnaire 
guidelines (n = 0) were removed. The maximum amount of time engaging in MVPA 
in the sample was 135.11 MET minutes per day on average. This corresponds to 
33.77 minutes of moderate activity or 16.88 minutes of vigorous activity per day 
on average.

Next, the data were examined for multivariate outliers. As in Study 1, outliers 
were examined for the combination of body dissatisfaction, body appreciation, 
intrinsic motivation, and physical activity (Critical value: χ2 = 18.467). Multivariate 
outliers (n = 1) were removed and the analysis was re-conducted until there were 
no remaining outliers. These results did not vary with the inclusion of person-centered 
mean imputation. Univariate outliers were examined using the z > 3.33 cut-off (p < 
.001). For the dataset including multivariate outliers, univariate outliers were as 
follows: physical activity (n = 1), body appreciation (n = 0), body dissatisfaction (n = 0), 
and intrinsic motivation (n = 0). For the dataset excluding multivariate outliers, uni-
variate outliers remained the same. For both datasets with person-centered impu-
tation (i.e., multivariate outliers included and excluded) there was one univariate 
outlier on the physical activity variable and one univariate outlier on the body 
appreciation variable.

Finally, regression assumptions were checked using the same procedure as in Study 
1. For the Study 2 data, the dataset with the removal of both univariate and multi-
variate outliers without the inclusion of the person-mean centered data met all of 
the regression assumptions and is reported in the subsequent analyses. The same 
multiverse approach as in Study 1 was taken and deviations from the aforementioned 
analysis are reported (Steegen et  al., 2016). Correlations between variables are pre-
sented in Table 1.

In keeping with Study 1, hypothesis 1 was tested using parallel analysis and explor-
atory factor analysis. Suitability of the data for exploratory factor analysis was assessed 
using both the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin measure of sampling adequacy and Bartlett’s test 
of sphericity. Hypothesis 2 was tested using polynomial linear regression. Hypothesis 
3 was tested using latent profile analysis. Finally, hypothesis 4 was tested using parallel 
mediation with 5000 bootstrapped samples.
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Study 2 results

Hypothesis 1

The first hypothesis—that body appreciation and dissatisfaction would represent two 
unique constructs (Table 6) was tested using maximum likelihood exploratory factor 
analysis with a direct oblimin rotation (Hurley et  al., 1997). As was the case in Study 
1, a parallel analysis revealed that only one factor should be extracted (Zwick & 
Velicer, 1986). Similar to Study 1, the data were determined to be suitable for factor 
analysis based on both the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin measure of sampling adequacy (.91) 
and Bartlett’s test of sphericity (χ2 = 1547.76, p < .001). This factor represented a 
general body image construct, which accounted for 46.07% of the variance in scores 
with both body dissatisfaction and body appreciation items loading at ≥.39. Once 
again, the only exception was the first body dissatisfaction item ‘Height’, which had 
a factor loading of −.23. Confirming the results from Study 1, the first hypothesis 
that body appreciation and body dissatisfaction would represent two distinct dimen-
sions was rejected. This pattern of results occurred for the entirety of the multiverse 
analysis, which highlights the robustness of results. The bivariate correlation between 
the two constructs was r = −.75.

Hypothesis 2

The second hypothesis—that body appreciation and dissatisfaction would interact in 
their effect on motivation to be active and volume of moderate-to-vigorous intensity 
physical activity—was tested using polynomial regression. Only the linear model was 
significant for intrinsic motivation (R2 = .08, p = .022; Table 3). However, intrinsic 

Table 6. exploratory factor analysis for study 2.
Item Factor loading extraction communality

I feel good about my body .91 .83
on the whole, I am satisfied with my body .89 .79
I take a positive attitude toward my body .83 .69
My feelings toward my body are positive for the most part .82 .67
Despite its imperfections, I still like my body .80 .64
Despite its flaws, I accept my body for what it is .78 .61
Body Build −.74 .56
I respect my body .69 .47
Body shape −.68 .47
Waist −.68 .47
Weight −.68 .47
hips −.66 .44
I feel that my body has at least some good qualities .66 .43
stomach −.63 .40
shoulders −.63 .39
I am attentive to my body’s needs .61 .37
thighs −.59 .35
I engage in healthy behaviors to take care of my body .56 .31
My self-worth is independent of my body shape or weight .44 .19
Face −.39 .15
I do not focus a lot of energy on being concerned with my 

body shape or weight
.39 .15

I do not allow unrealistic images of women/men presented in 
the media to affect my attitudes toward my body

.39 .15

height −.23 .05
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motivation was not predicted by body appreciation or body dissatisfaction. The linear 
model was not significant for physical activity (R2 = .01, p = .785; Table 3), and neither 
body appreciation nor body dissatisfaction predicted physical activity. For the multi-
verse analysis, the linear model was significant for all iterations of the polynomial 
regression that specified intrinsic motivation as the outcome and neither body appre-
ciation nor body dissatisfaction predicted the outcome. For the multiverse analysis 
using physical activity as the outcome, the results were consistent across all iterations 
highlighting the robustness of these findings. Body appreciation does not buffer the 
influence of body dissatisfaction on activity-related outcomes and, therefore, hypoth-
esis 2 was rejected.

Hypothesis 3

LPA models ranging from two to five groups were examined to identify the optimal 
number of groups to retain (see Table 4 for fit indices). The IC indices (AIC, BIC, and 
SSA-BIC) all suggested that four or more classes were preferred. The LMRT suggested 
that the two-class model provides significantly better fit than a one-class model, that 
a three-class model provides better fit than the two-class model, and that a four-class 
model provides better fit than a three-class model. The BLRT was significant for all 
solutions. For the multiverse analysis, this pattern of results was the case for 50% of 
the models pertaining to hypothesis 3. In the models that did not correct for missing 
data, a two-class model compared to a three-class model fit the data best. Upon 
further examination of these models the class sizes in the two-class model (n = 106, 
n = 4) and the three-class model (n = 65, n = 41, n = 4) contained a separate group 
(n = 4). This group represented the four participants that were missing data on body 
appreciation. Thus, these models are untrustworthy.

In the models that corrected for missing data, both a three-class and four-class 
model fit the data well. This pattern was observed across all models that corrected 
for missing data. Both the three-class model and the four-class models were examined 
further. Upon examining group classification on the indicators (body appreciation and 
body dissatisfaction), it appeared that the four-class model included a group that has 
moderately high in body appreciation and moderately low in body dissatisfaction 
scores. This group does not emerge within the three-class model as those classified 
as high in body appreciation and low in body dissatisfaction in the three-class model 
were classified as moderately high in body appreciation and low in body dissatisfac-
tion. Based on parsimony, model fit, and class size, a three-class model appears to 
represent the best solution. Similar to the first two hypotheses, the data are reported 
with the inclusion of person-centered mean imputation and with the removal of 
multivariate outliers only as these data best met the assumptions of linear regression 
(i.e., all the assumptions were met). The three-group model also classified individuals 
with a high degree of accuracy with classification accuracy ranging from 0.840 to 
0.937 (Figure 2 displays the three classes and means for endorsing body appreciation 
and body dissatisfaction indicators).

As indicated in Table 4, class 1 (31.9%, n = 35) was characterized by high body 
appreciation and low body dissatisfaction whereas class 2 (57.6%, n = 63) was char-
acterized by average appreciation and average body dissatisfaction. Finally, class 
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Figure 2. study 2: three-class model of body appreciation and body dissatisfaction.

3 (10.5%, n = 11) was characterized by low body appreciation and high body dis-
satisfaction. Whether the latent profile groups differed from one another on moti-
vation and physical activity was examined using multivariate analysis of variance 
(MANOVA) and post hoc games-Howell pairwise comparisons, adjusting for fami-
lywise error. This pattern of results was the case for the entirety of the multiverse 
analysis pertaining to hypothesis 3. The data are reported with the inclusion of 
person-centered mean imputation and with the removal of multivariate outliers 
only as these data best met the assumptions of linear regression (i.e., all the 
assumptions were met).

Overall, groups significantly differed on intrinsic motivation and physical activity 
(F(4, 210) = 2.829, p = .026, Wilks Λ = .900, partial η2 = 0.51). Univariate testing indi-
cated that intrinsic motivation significantly differed among the three groups (F(2, 106) 
= 5.245, p < 0.01; partial η2 = 0.09. Physical activity did not significantly differ among 
the three groups (F(2, 106) = 0.167, p > 0.05, partial η2 = 0.003). The high body appre-
ciation/low body dissatisfaction group (M = 4.31, SD = 0.72), reported significantly higher 
levels of intrinsic motivation compared to the average body appreciation/average 
body dissatisfaction group (M = 3.76, SD = 0.96, g = 0.62) but not the low body appre-
ciation/high body dissatisfaction group (M = 3.45, SD = 1.43, g = 0.92). The high body 
appreciation/low body dissatisfaction group (M = 585.76, SD = 386.90) reported lower 
levels of physical activity compared to both the average body appreciation/average 
body dissatisfaction group (M = 606.40, SD = 240.43, g = 0.07) and the low body appre-
ciation/high body dissatisfaction group (M = 646.44 SD = 376.54, g = 0.16), although 
there were no significant differences between the groups.

Whether groups differed in terms of biological sex, age, and race was also exam-
ined. For biological sex, significant differences emerged (χ2(4) = 12.597, p = .013) such 
that there were more females (62.9%) than males in the high body appreciation/low 
body dissatisfaction group, average body appreciation/body dissatisfaction group 
(71.4% female), and in the low body appreciation/high body dissatisfaction group 
(90.9% female, 9.1% chose not to respond). The groups did not significantly differ in 
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terms of race (χ2(10) = 10.239, p = .42). There were more Caucasian participants 
(68.6%) than all other ethnicities in the high body appreciation/low body dissatisfac-
tion group, the average body appreciation/body dissatisfaction group (82.5%), and 
in the low body appreciation/high body dissatisfaction group (63.6%). groups were 
not significantly different in terms of age (F(2, 106) = 1.890, p = .156).

Hypothesis 4

The fourth exploratory hypothesis—that the relationship between body appreciation 
and physical activity would be mediated by intrinsic and external motivation—was 
tested using Hayes (2013) PROCESS model 4 for mediation with 5000 bootstrapped 
samples. Body appreciation was specified as the predictor variable and physical activity 
was specified as the outcome variable. The two mediators were intrinsic and external 
motivation. For this hypothesis there was one univariate outlier on the physical activity 
variable, and one univariate outlier on the external motivation variable. This result 
did not vary with the exclusion of multivariate outliers (n = 1; Critical Value = 20.52). 
Correction for missing data—including one missing case on external motivation—did 
not influence the multivariate outlier analyses, but it did reveal one additional uni-
variate outlier on the body appreciation variable. Similar to the first three hypotheses, 
the dataset with the removal of both univariate and multivariate outliers without the 
inclusion of the person-mean centered data met all of the regression assumptions 
and, therefore, was utilized in the analysis of hypothesis 4. First, higher levels of body 
appreciation predicted higher levels of intrinsic motivation (b = .49 (SE = .15) [95% 
CI: .20, .77]), but not lower levels of external motivation (b = −.16 (SE = .13) [95% CI: 
−.41, .09]). Second, higher levels of intrinsic motivation predicted higher levels of 
physical activity engagement (b = 67.23 (SE = 24.60) [95% CI: 18.33, 116.12]). The medi-
ated effect of body appreciation on physical activity engagement through intrinsic 
motivation was significant (Completely Standardized Indirect Effect: β = .09 [95% CI: 
.02, .20]). Thus, individuals who had higher levels of body appreciation engaged in 
more physical activity as they also had higher levels of intrinsic motivation. External 
motivation did not predict physical activity engagement (b = −22.98 (SE = 28.30) [95% 
CI: −79.22, 33.26]), nor did it mediate the relationship between body appreciation 
and physical activity engagement (Completely Standardized Indirect Effect: β = .01 
[95% CI: −.02, .06]). Finally, there was no direct effect of body appreciation on physical 
activity engagement when the mediators were accounted for (b = −31.01 (SE = 35.29) 
[95% CI: −101.14, 39.13]). The total effect was not significant (b = 5.22 (SE = 34.59) [95% 
CI: −63.49, 73.94]). This pattern of results occurred for the entirety of the multiverse 
analysis pertaining to hypothesis 4 and were largely consistent with the results from 
Study 1, which highlights the robustness of these results

Discussion

The present study extended upon previous research by examining whether positive 
body image (i.e., body appreciation) and negative body image (i.e., body dissatisfaction) 
represent unique dimensions of body image and whether body appreciation can buffer 
the negative effects of body dissatisfaction on motivation and physical activity. The first 
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hypothesis that body appreciation and body dissatisfaction would represent two distinct 
dimensions was rejected. Thus, contrary to theory that suggests positive body image 
and negative body image are unique dimensions, the present research found that these 
constructs are not statistically distinct and represent opposite ends of one continuum 
(Tiggemann & McCourt, 2013; Tylka & Wood-Barcalow, 2015a). This was supported by 
the results from the third hypothesis examining the latent class profiles of participants 
on body dissatisfaction measures. Specifically, it was shown that groups have either 
high levels of body appreciation and low levels of body dissatisfaction, high levels of 
body dissatisfaction and low levels of body appreciation, or moderate levels of both.

The second hypothesis, that body appreciation would buffer the negative effects 
of body dissatisfaction on physical activity-related variables (i.e., motivation and behav-
ior) was rejected, which further supports the results from the first and third hypoth-
eses. Finally, the fourth, exploratory, hypothesis examining the relationship between 
body appreciation and physical activity engagement revealed that intrinsic, but not 
external, motivation mediated this relationship. Thus, individuals who have higher 
levels of body appreciation—positive body image—engage in more physical activity 
because they are more intrinsically motivated to do so. This finding is consistent with 
literature that has shown that positive body image is associated with more autono-
mous types of activity-related motivation (Homan & Tylka, 2014; Wood-Barcalow et  al., 
2010) and with Self-Determination Theory, which proposes that intrinsic motivation 
is more conducive to physical activity engagement than external motivation (Buckworth 
et  al., 2007). However, this finding may not be unique from the negative relationship 
between body dissatisfaction and intrinsic motivation found in past research (More 
& Phillips, 2019).

These results are unexpected, but important. It is assumed within the literature 
that body appreciation is a distinct construct from body dissatisfaction and that it 
should not be represented as being on the same continuum as body dissatisfaction 
(Tylka & Wood-Barcalow, 2015a). Past research has suggested that the unique vari-
ance captured by body appreciation for predicting health outcomes independent of 
body dissatisfaction is indicative of independence (for review please see Tylka & 
Wood-Barcalow, 2015a). However, multiple regression and dominance analyses are 
not appropriate to evaluate the theoretical factor structure of constructs. What is 
more appropriate for testing construct independence is factor analytic techniques 
(DeCoster, 1998) and utilizing polynomial linear regression analyses to test interaction 
effects between factors that may be linear or curvilinear in nature (Phillips, 2013). 
Using an appropriate analytic strategy, the assumption of independence between 
body appreciation and dissatisfaction was not supported across two samples in the 
present study, which used a multi-study comprehensive, multiverse, technique sug-
gesting that body appreciation and dissatisfaction can be conceptualized as end 
points of a single continuum with participants tending to group on the ends or 
middle of this continuum.

In line with previous research, results from the latent profile analyses across Study 
1 and Study 2 revealed that women were more likely to have high levels of body 
dissatisfaction and low levels of body appreciation in comparison with men (e.g., 
Lowery et  al., 2005). Considering this finding, it is likely that body image may be an 
especially viable intervention target for comprehensive interventions directed at 
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improving physical activity levels in women. Expansion of intervention paradigms to 
target body dissatisfaction may include body functionality or self-compassion inter-
ventions, both of which have been successful in previous trials (e.g., Alleva et  al., 
2018; Moffitt et  al., 2018).

Psychological measures are observed as approximations for latent variables 
(Borsboom, 2008). As such, psychological measures are prone to error and are not 
exact approximations of their underlying latent construct. The measures used in the 
presented studies were part of secondary datasets and thus were utilized to provide 
an initial conceptual test of the hypotheses. More research using additional measures 
of body appreciation and dissatisfaction will be needed to replicate the findings pre-
sented here to ensure robustness of results across scales. Similarly, moderate and 
vigorous physical activity was measured in lieu of moderate and vigorous exercise 
behavior. Although all exercise is a form of physical activity, not all physical activity 
is exercise. Specifically, physical activity refers to any movement resulting in energy 
expenditure, whereas exercise refers to planned movement resulting in energy expen-
diture caused by a physical fitness objective (Caspersen et  al., 1985). Thus, the present 
study provides a holistic picture of the relationship between body image and physical 
activity but does not assess the relationship between body image and planned exercise 
sessions. Although both physical activity and exercise have the potential to contribute 
to overall health and well-being (WHO, 2020), more research is needed to determine 
the impact of body image on exercise specifically. Moreover, the findings from Study 
2 were obtained using a commercial grade accelerometer (i.e., Fitbit Zip) in lieu of a 
research grade monitor (e.g., Actigraph). A systematic review by Feehan and colleagues 
(2018) found that Fitbits overestimate time spent in high-intensity activities (i.e., mod-
erate and vigorous) in comparison with research-grade monitors. Thus, future research 
is warranted using objectively measured activity using research-grade devices.

To ensure population generalizability, the present study will need to be replicated in 
a sample with a larger variation in age as body appreciation tends to increase with age 
on average whereas body dissatisfaction seems to be unrelated to age on average 
(Tiggemann & McCourt, 2013). Similarly, results will need to be replicated outside of a 
university context as university students are not necessarily representative of the general 
population (Peterson, 2001). However, it should be noted that Study 2 largely replicated 
the results found in Study 1 using a sample composed of both university students and 
university staff, who were older on average. Additionally, although participants in Study 
1 were meeting the minimum recommended amount of physical activity, the results were 
replicated in Study 2, which consisted of a less active sample of participants who did 
not meet the weekly recommendations. Despite a smaller sample size in Study 2, there 
was sufficient power to detect these effects, except for indirect effects, and for the most 
part replicated results from Study 1. given low statistical power to detect indirect effects 
in Study 2, these findings will need to be replicated in a larger sample. The replicability 
of these results will build confidence that these findings reflect true population effects.

As a result of both studies utilizing secondary observational datasets, causal con-
clusions cannot be drawn for hypotheses 2 and 4. Specifically, it cannot be claimed 
that either body appreciation or dissatisfaction led to activity-related motivation or 
behavior. Moreover, it cannot be stated that there is a causal mediated effect between 
body image and physical activity through motivation quality. Thus, hypotheses 2 and 
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4 need to be replicated within intervention paradigms that are designed to shift 
either positive or negative body image. However, an experimental study would have 
been inappropriate to test both hypothesis 1 and 3, as the main interest was in how 
these constructs co-occur rather than whether improving positive body image leads 
to decreased body dissatisfaction.

Conclusion

This research represents an important first step in assessing the assumed indepen-
dence of negative and positive body image constructs within the literature. First, 
evidence that negative and positive body image exist on the same continuum is 
provided. Second, evidence that positive body image does not buffer the effects of 
negative body image on health outcomes is provided (i.e., motivation and physical 
activity measured using self-report and objective data). Although these results were 
unexpected, they are important as understanding the underlying latent constructs of 
positive and negative body image will help inform subsequent measurement of these 
constructs and will direct how these constructs are targeted in intervention studies. 
Specifically, if the results from the present study are found to be robust through 
replication, then the theoretical relationship between negative and positive body 
image will need to be reconsidered in the literature. Although it is possible the the-
oretical distinction is not adequately captured by current measures and that new 
measures need to be developed, it is also possible that these constructs are not 
theoretically or statistically distinct and that separate intervention protocols are not 
needed to reduce body dissatisfaction or to improve body appreciation, respectively.
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